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ABSTRACT  
 
Signal deformations are caused by imperfections or faults 
in the signal generating hardware onboard the satellites.  
Left uncorrected, these can lead to range errors. Thus they 
need to be measured and understood so their effects on 
user position accuracy and integrity can be better 
quantified. 
 
Past attempts have been made to characterize these 
distortions.  This involved the collection and analysis of 
real data from twenty-four then-current, nominally 
healthy GPS satellites.  

 
An update for the previous results is presented in this 
paper. This paper sets out to answer the following 
questions:  
1. What is the current signal deformation behavior of 

the entire set of GPS and WAAS satellite signals?  
2. Have there been any degradation/ changes in the 

characteristic parameters of the older GPS satellite 
signals (Block IIA, Block IIR) due to the passage of 
time?  

3. What is the signal deformation behavior of the 
satellites which had not been launched at the time of 
the previous study – subsequent Block IIR, Block 
IIR-M, Block IIF? How do they compare with that of 
previous satellites?  

4. Are our current definitions of signal deformation still 
meaningful and applicable to the new satellite 
signals, in particular the new Block IIF-L5 in-phase 
and quadrature signals?  

 
To obtain the raw data necessary to obtain signal 
deformation measurements, high-resolution raw baseband 
satellite signals were collected for the entire set of GPS  
and WAAS satellite signals (both L1 and, where 
applicable, L5 frequencies). This was done over a 
continuous 24-hour period, something which had not been 
done previously in open literature. The data was collected 
using SRI’s 46 meter dish antenna, and involved 6 people 
in planning and operations.  
 
Multiple C/A code epoch averaging for noise reduction is 
an essential step in the processing of raw data. An 
alternative simple and computationally efficient method is 
presented. This method carries out averaging and 
interpolation in the code-phase domain while performing 
tracking, automatically compensating for Doppler 
frequency. Sampling frequency changes for each satellite 
and computationally expensive re-sampling are avoided, 
thus allowing rapid data collection and processing. 
 
The results obtained from processing the raw data are 
presented. These are obtained using the new method 
together with other signal processing steps. The results 



serve as a convenient reference standard which can serve 
as a basis of comparison for new satellite signals. 
 

INTRODUCTION  
 
The impact of signal deformation was first noticed in 
1993[1]. Users experienced a differential vertical position 
error of up to 7.2m on SVN19. The monitoring setup was 
as follows: 

 Static reference user: 0.1-chip correlator spacing 
 Mobile “user”: 1-chip correlator spacing 

The main cause of this error was found to be caused by 
signal deformation on SVN19. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: User differential vertical position error during 
visibility period of SVN19 
 
Given the importance of these deformations, the ICAO 
second-order step (2OS) fault model[2] for anomalous 
signal faults was formulated to describe and characterize 
them. This model had 3 parameters:  
1. Δ: the amount of lead or lag in the falling edges of the 
distorted C/A code with respect to the expected position 
of those edges. 
2. fd: the ringing frequency associated with the edges of 
the distorted C/A code. 
3. σ: the damping coefficient associated with that ringing. 
[Δ pertains to digital distortion and fd and σ pertain to 
analog distortion.] 
These distortions are illustrated in the following figures: 
 

 
Figure 2: Ideal PRN16 GPS C/A Code Chips 

Figure 3: PRN16 GPS C/A Code Chips with Analog 
Distortion – Overshoot and Ringing 
 

 
Figure 4: PRN16 GPS C/A Code Chips with Analog 
Distortion – Overshoot and Ringing and Digital 
Distortion – Asymmetry in the duration of rising edge 
relative to falling edge 
 
Past efforts have been made to characterize these 
distortions[1].  These involved the collection and analysis 
of real data from twenty-four then-current, nominally 
healthy GPS satellites. The digital failure mode 
parameter, ∆, and analog distortion curves were estimated 
and used to characterize each observed satellite within the 
context of the 2OS model.  
 
A recent collection was made to characterize the signal 
deformation characteristics for the entire set of GPS and 
WAAS satellites, for L1 and L5 frequencies. To achieve 
this objective, a data collection campaign was carried out 
to collect high-gain, high bandwidth and high precision 
data for the entire GPS and WAAS constellations over a 
single 24 hour period, which had not been done 
previously in open literature. This was done to minimize 
temporal variations in ground equipment. This required 
the use of a high-gain antenna (the 46 meter SRI Dish 
antenna) and specialized data collection equipment. 



 
A new method of performing multiple C/A code epoch 
averaging for noise reduction is also described. Noise 
reduction via multiple epoch averaging is an essential step 
in the process of obtaining analog and digital deformation 
measurements. Compensating for signal Doppler is 
required to do this effectively. The new method avoids 
changing sampling frequencies at the point of data 
collection or computationally expensive re-sampling. 
Instead, processing is performed in the code phase 
domain using code phase estimates obtained in tracking. 
This method accounts for Doppler compensation, and 
averaging and interpolation can be performed in a single 
step. This greatly speeds up data collection and 
processing. 
 
Characterization results of signal deformations for GPS 
and WAAS satellites are presented. These results were 
obtained by processing the raw data from the data 
collection campaign using the new method together with a 
series of other signal processing steps. For validation, 
current results were compared to past results obtained 
using the previous method. The characterization results 
serve as an updated reference for the current status of the 
constellations, as well as a convenient standard for 
qualification of new satellite signals, such as the new 
Block IIF-SVN62. 
 
It has been pointed out to the authors that the new method 
may be similar to that in the Vision Correlator[3]. 
Similarities and differences are currently being 
investigated. 
 

DATA COLLECTION CAMPAIGN  
 
To avoid any temporal variations in ground measurement 
equipment, raw baseband data for the entire GPS and 
WAAS constellations was collected over a single 24-hour 
period. SRI’s 46m dish high-gain antenna was used, 
together with high-rate, high precision specialized data 
collection equipment. 6 people were involved in planning 
and operations.  
 
The following steps were involved: 
1. Pre-campaign planning was first carried out. 

Stanford’s MAAST software was used for orbit 
prediction and planning for satellite data collection.  

2. L5-frequency signals were first collected, followed 
by all L1 frequency signals. This was to avoid 
making changes to the sampling and center 
frequencies of the data collection equipment.  

3. Data collection for L1 frequency satellite signals was 
split over 4 time periods. For each time period, 
WAAS-L1 signals were collected at the beginning 
and end, to serve as a reference/ calibration for the 
GPS signals. In between, all other GPS-L1 signals 
were collected. 

4. For each data collection, the data collection 
equipment was re-calibrated, to minimize any 
possible variations of the clock and equipment over 
time.  

5. The satellite dish was used to point at individual 
satellites, one at a time, and 2 sec of data was 
captured and saved to disk. For each signal, two sets 
of 2 sec data were collected. 

6. Step #5 was repeated for each WAAS satellite, then 
for GPS satellites within the time period, then again 
for the WAAS satellites. 

 

 
Figure 5: SRI’s Dish Antenna Facility 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6: Specialized data-collection equipment to obtain 
high-rate, high-precision raw baseband data 



DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURE  
 
The high-rate, high-precision data collected was 
processed using signal processing steps which had 
previously been used for characterization[1]. These are 
summarized here:  
 
0. Use of high gain antenna 
The GPS signal is ordinarily below the noise floor 
(Figure 7). To be able to obtain sufficient fidelity for 
signal deformation measurements using short data sets 
(less than 10 secs), a high gain antenna to receive the 
signals is necessary, such as SRI’s dish antenna. Using 
this, we can start to see the actual C/A code chips/bits and 
chip transitions (Figure 8). 
 
This is the high-rate, high-precision raw, baseband signal 
that was collected during the data collection campaign, 
for each individual satellite. 
 

 
 
Figure 7: Raw baseband GPS signal buried below the 
noise floor 
 

 
Figure 8: Baseband GPS signal as received through high-
gain antenna, before signal acquisition and tracking. The 
C/A and P(Y) code bits/ chips can be seen, mixed together 
in both the in-phase and quadrature channel. 
 
1. Signal acquisition and tracking – carrier phase and 

Doppler frequency removal; code phase estimation 
In this process, a software GNSS receiver is used for 
signal acquisition and tracking. This is required to extract 
the C/A code signal, which we are interested in, into the 
in-phase channel (Figure 9).  
 
In addition, the code phase estimate obtained is used in 
the new method for multi-period and interpolation 
(discussed later). 
 

 
 
Figure 9: Baseband signal after signal acquisition and 
tracking. The C/A and P(Y) code bits/ chips are extracted 
into the in-phase and quadrature channels respectively. 
 
2. Multiple C/A code epoch averaging and interpolation 

for noise reduction  



This step is necessarily because the code- and carrier-
tracked signal is still very noisy. To distinguish the 
typically deterministic and repeatable signal deformations 
from the random noise, multiple epochs of 1ms of C/A 
code is averaged, and interpolated if necessary (Figures 
10 and 11).  

 
Figure 10: Comparison between in-phase tracked signal 
before and after multiple epoch averaging and 
interpolation.  
 

 
Figure 11: Comparison between in-phase tracked signal 
before and after multiple epoch averaging and 
interpolation – close up look. Analog deformation 
features are much more visible after multi-epoch 
averaging. 
 
3. Additional filtering for either noise reduction and/ or 

interpolation 
Suitable filters can be used to perform noise reduction 
and/ or interpolation. These filters should have 
bandwidths much larger than typical analog signal 
deformation artifacts (typically 8-17MHz).  
 
4. Application of zero crossing determination methods  
Zero crossings in the signal are extracted. These are used 
to determine the widths of rising and falling edges, to 

obtain measurements of the digital signal deformation 
parameter Δ.  
 
The positions of the zero crossings are also used to 
perform further averaging of rising- and falling-edge step 
responses, separately for positive and negative navigation 
data bits, to obtain measurements for the analog signal 
deformation.  
  

DISCUSSION OF NEW METHOD FOR MULTIPLE 
C/A CODE EPOCH AVERAGING FOR NOISE 
REDUCTION 
 
Multiple epoch averaging and interpolation is very 
important to obtaining accurate characterization of the 
analog and digital signal deformation. Thus, in this 
section, we present a more in-depth discussion of the past 
methods, as well as a new proposed method which speeds 
up data collection, performs averaging and interpolation 
in a single step, and avoids computationally expensive re-
sampling of the signal to compensate for Doppler. 
 
When there is no Doppler, the samples of GPS C/A code 
are aligned perfectly in code phase. Thus they can simply 
be accumulated and averaged for noise reduction (Figure 
12).  

 
Figure 12: Alignment of samples in code phase domain 
without Doppler 
 
With non-zero Doppler, for instance Doppler > 0, if the 
sampling rate is unchanged, the samples would be 
misaligned in code phase (Figure 13). 
 

 
Figure 13: Misalignment of samples in code phase 
domain for positive carrier Doppler frequency 
 
For L1-frequency, the misalignment in C/A code phase at 
the end of a data set of length Δt seconds is given by these 
equations: 
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where   

fC/A-Code:  1.023e6 Hz (C/A Code frequency) 
fDoppler,Carrier: Carrier Doppler frequency [Hz] 
fCarrier: Carrier frequency [Hz]  

(L1: 1.57542e9 Hz) 
fTotCode: Code frequency including Doppler [Hz] 
Δt:  Length of data set [sec] 
ΔΦC/A-Code : Code phase misalignment after time Δt 

sec 
 
The following table shows the code phase misalignment 
for different carrier Doppler frequencies and data set 
lengths for L1 frequency signal: 

 
Carrier 

Doppler [Hz] 

Misalignment at end of data set 
[Chips] 

Data Set Length 
0.1 sec 1 sec 2 sec 

100  0.006 0.065 0.130 
154  0.010 0.100 0.200 
200  0.013 0.130 0.260 
1000  0.065 0.649 1.299 
1540  0.100 1.000 2.000 
2000  0.130 1.299 2.597 

Table 1: Misalignment [chips] at end of data sets of 
different durations for different carrier Doppler 
frequencies 
 
Analog signal deformations typically exhibit ringing 
frequencies between 8-17MHz (58.8ns – 125ns or 0.0602-
0.128chip). Thus, simply averaging the samples without 
accounting for Doppler would cause these features to be 
smeared and lead to inaccurate analog signal deformation 
measurements. 
 
Past methods proposed two possible solutions. The first 
was to predict and pre-compute the Doppler frequency. 
The sampling frequency was then adjusted accordingly to 
compensate for Doppler. The resultant samples would 
then be aligned in code phase (Figure 14). 
 

 
Figure 14: Alignment of samples in code phase domain 
for positive carrier Doppler frequency. Changing  the 
sampling frequency at data collection allows the samples 
to be aligned in code phase. 

 
The second method involves re-sampling after data 
collection. The end result would be similar – the samples 
would again be aligned in code phase (Figure 15). 
 

 
Figure 15: Alignment of samples in code phase domain 
for positive carrier Doppler frequency. Re-sampling the 
data at a different frequency, to take into account 
Doppler, allows the samples to be aligned in code phase. 
 
Both of these methods have disadvantages:  
1. Re-sampling of data is computationally expensive 

and time-consuming. 
2. Pre-computation and adjustment of sampling 

frequencies could slow down the data collection 
process. More importantly, it requires data collection 
equipment with adjustable sampling frequencies to a 
high fidelity/ granularity. In cases where data has 
already been collected without compensation for 
Doppler, this method cannot be used. Instead, re-
sampling of the data is the only recourse. 

 
The new method does not require pre-computation of 
Doppler frequency and adjustment of sampling frequency. 
Aligning the samples in time is avoided. Instead, code 
phase “bins” are created to meet the desired code phase 
resolution. As the software receiver is performing signal 
tracking, the resultant samples are mapped to the 
corresponding code phase bins and averaged with other 
samples in the same bin (Figure 16). 

 
Figure 16: Summary of new method of multi- epoch C/A 
code averaging and interpolation  
 
This method does require some form of AGC to be 
implemented in the receiver, to prevent possibly noisy 
high-amplitude samples from skewing the average. 
 
The main advantages of this method are: 
1. Efficiency improvement 

])[1023,*mod( /,/ chipstf CodeACTotalCodeAC  



Averaging and interpolation are performed in a single 
step, as the signal is tracked. The data collection process 
is also not slowed down by having to pre-compute and 
adjust the sampling frequency. 
 
2. Use of generic data 
This method is useful in cases where there is no access to 
the sampling frequency of the data collection equipment, 
or the data has already been collected without Doppler 
compensation (via change in sampling frequency). In such 
cases, computationally expensive re-sampling of data can 
be avoided. 
 
3. Further averaging of data across data sets for 

increased noise reduction 
The signal obtained via multi-epoch averaging is indexed 
by code-phase and independent of Doppler. Thus, if 
necessary, it is possible to perform further averaging with 
signals from other data sets for the same satellite, even if 
each data set has satellite signals of a different Doppler 
frequency. 
 
The main disadvantages of this method are: 
1. Time/ code-phase resolution is inversely proportional 

to averaging effectiveness 
If we desire higher resolution in code-phase and create 
more bins, there would be fewer samples per bin and the 
noise reduction via averaging would not be as effective. 
For data collected using the high-gain antenna,  
 
2. Reduced effectiveness for satellites with Low 

Doppler  
This method requires that the samples be evenly spread 
over the code phase bins. If the Doppler is low for a short 
data set (typically < 50-100Hz for 1-2 sec of data), the 
samples will not be evenly spread. This is generally not a 
problem for GPS satellites with a wide range of Doppler 
frequencies, but more of a problem for WAAS satellites 
whose Doppler frequencies tend to be smaller. In this 
case, suitable interpolation filters can be chosen to 
overcome this problem. 
 
3. Reduced effectiveness for signals with Low C/No 
The averaging-interpolation process requires a reasonably 
accurate estimate of code phase to map samples to the 
correct code phase bin. Low C/No leads to poor code 
phase estimates, causing samples to be mapped to the 
wrong bin. Thus analog signal deformation artifacts in the 
resultant signal would then be smoothed out and 
obscured. 
 
In general, this method was effective, efficient and was 
used in an important step in the data processing to yield 
signal deformation measurements. 
 

RESULTS FOR CURRENT CONSTELLATION OF 
GPS AND WAAS 
 
For validation, we first compared the current results 
obtained using the new method, to past results using the 
previous method, for common GPS satellites. 
 
Figure 17 shows a remarkably close agreement between 
past and present results for common satellites. It also 
validates that the new method does in fact give results 
consistent with results obtained using the previous 
method. 

 
 
Figure 17: Validation of new method via comparison 
between current and past results for common GPS 
satellites 
 
Figure 18 shows a summary of the digital distortion 
parameter Δ for the entire constellation of GPS and 
WAAS satellite signals for both L1 and L5 frequencies. 
 
The figure shows the trends in the blocks of satellites. In 
particular, for GPS, Block IIA and Block IIR-M satellite 
signals tend to have smaller average digital distortions 
than Block IIR satellite signals. WAAS satellite signals 
have small digital distortions relative to GPS satellites. 
All the digital distortion parameters are within the 
nominal specifications (10ns). 
 
The digital distortion parameters of the entire 
constellation serve as a useful reference standard to 
qualify signals for newly-launched and future satellites. In 
particular, the newly-launched satellite SVN62 has a 
comparable digital distortion parameter for L1 compared 
to other past satellites. The corresponding parameters for 
L5-In-phase and L5-quadrature signals are higher than 
that for past satellites, but still within the nominal 
specifications of 10ns. 
 
 



 
Figure 18: Digital distortion parameter Δ for entire 
constellation of GPS and WAAS signals for both L1 and, 
where applicable, L5 frequencies  
 
Figure 19 shows the analog distortion curves for the 
entire constellation of GPS-L1 signals. The analog 
distortion curves are consistent compared to past results, 
and very similar for the entire constellation of L1-GPS 
satellites. 
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GPSIIF-01: SVN62, PRN25, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIA-12: SVN25, PRN25, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009

GPSIIA-15: SVN27, PRN27, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009
GPSIIA-21: SVN39, PRN09, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009

GPSIIA-23: SVN34, PRN04, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009

GPSIIA-27: SVN30, PRN30, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009
GPSIIA-28: SVN38, PRN08, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009

GPSIIR-04: SVN51, PRN20, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009

GPSIIR-08: SVN56, PRN16, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009
GPSIIR-12: SVN60, PRN23, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009

GPSIIR-13: SVN61, PRN02, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009

GPSIIR-14M: SVN53, PRN17, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009
GPSIIR-15M: SVN52, PRN31, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009

GPSIIR-16M: SVN58, PRN12, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009

GPSIIR-19M: SVN48, PRN07, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009
GPSIIR-20M: SVN49, PRN01, Stanford Aug 2008, Jul 2009

GPSIIA-10: SVN23, PRN32, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIA-11: SVN24, PRN24, Stanford Aug 2010
GPSIIA-15: SVN27, PRN27, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIA-21: SVN39, PRN09, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIA-23: SVN34, PRN04, Stanford Aug 2010
GPSIIA-24: SVN36, PRN06, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIA-25: SVN33, PRN03, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIA-26: SVN40, PRN10, Stanford Aug 2010
GPSIIA-27: SVN30, PRN30, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIA-28: SVN38, PRN08, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIR-02: SVN43, PRN13, Stanford Aug 2010
GPSIIR-03: SVN46, PRN11, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIR-04: SVN51, PRN20, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIR-05: SVN44, PRN28, Stanford Aug 2010
GPSIIR-06: SVN41, PRN14, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIR-07: SVN54, PRN18, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIR-09: SVN45, PRN21, Stanford Aug 2010
GPSIIR-10: SVN47, PRN22, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIR-11: SVN59, PRN19, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIR-12: SVN60, PRN23, Stanford Aug 2010
GPSIIR-13: SVN61, PRN02, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIR-14M: SVN53, PRN17, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIR-15M: SVN52, PRN31, Stanford Aug 2010
GPSIIR-16M: SVN58, PRN12, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIR-17M: SVN55, PRN15, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIR-18M: SVN57, PRN29, Stanford Aug 2010
GPSIIR-19M: SVN48, PRN07, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIR-20M: SVN49, PRN01, Stanford Aug 2010

GPSIIR-21M: SVN50, PRN05, Stanford Aug 2010

 
Figure 19: Analog distortion curves for entire 
constellation of GPS satellites (L1 frequency) 
 
We next examine the analog distortion of the newly 
launched SVN62 in comparison with this standard. 
 
Figure 20 shows that the analog distortion curve for 
SVN62-L1 frequency lies within the band of analog 
distortion curves for all other SVN. Nothing anomalous 
appears visible. 
 
For SVN62-L5 frequency (both in-phase and quadrature 
signals), the chip rate is ten times that of L1. Thus, for 
meaningful comparison, continuous chips of duration 5 
chips and above were averaged to form step response 
curves. This was done separately for the in-phase and 
quadrature signals. The results are shown in Figure 21. 

Again, nothing anomalous is visible for the SVN62-L5 
signals. 
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Figure 20: Analog distortion curve of SVN62 in 
comparison with all other SVN for L1 frequency 
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Figure 21: Analog distortion curve of SVN62 – L5 In-
phase and quadrature frequencies – in comparison with 
all other SVN (L1 frequency) 
 
Figures 22 and 23 show the analog distortion curves for 
SVN62-L5-in phase and quadrature signals – averages 
over 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 chips. We can see visible digital 
distortion (asymmetry in positive and negative chips) in 
the analog distortion curves, which corresponds exactly to 
the digital distortion parameters obtained earlier. 
Furthermore, the curves confirm our intuition of “digital” 
distortion – they are distortions that do not scale linearly 
with time/ chip-duration, but rather remain virtually 
constant regardless of chip duration. 
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Figure 22: Analog distortion curves for SVN62 – L5-I. 
Digital distortion is visible – the positive chips are on 
average 5.5ns longer in duration than nominal, and the 
negative chips are on average 5.5ns shorter than nominal. 
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Figure 23: Analog distortion curves for SVN62 – L5-Q. 
Digital distortion is visible – the positive chips are on 
average 3.9ns longer in duration than nominal, and the 
negative chips are on average 3.9ns shorter than nominal 
 

CONCLUSION  
 
In this paper, signal deformation was introduced, as well 
as the need to monitor signal deformations for current 
GPS and WAAS satellites. A data collection campaign to 
collect raw data signals for the entire set of GPS and 
WAAS satellites, for both L1 and L5 frequencies over a 
single 24-hour period, was presented. Signal processing 
steps to process the raw data to yield signal deformation 
measurements were discussed, including a new simple 
and efficient method for multiple C/A code epoch 
averaging for noise reduction. These signal deformation 
measurements were presented. 
 
The results show that the analog distortions for the current 
GPS satellites are very similar, while the digital 

distortions for GPS and WAAS satellites are within 
nominal specifications. This includes the signal from the 
newly launched Block IIF-SVN62 satellite, on both the 
L1 and L5 frequencies. The results obtained serve as a 
useful reference standard which new satellite signals can 
be compared and qualified against. 
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